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When they were handless, the general
had the men made a display
through camp, a military page.
I asked if it were letter
in was about thing a pen at
a big battle up in Blooming to-ru.
Please at 4 chotay. They
always put the camp at
the peak by the up hi ne-
end in the meantime and such
at the time I'm not he used
like to get will the person
sometimes support the girl
some tied of becoming...I think
how all the hang. The time

Judy Burns also always wanted
2. girl. under lie we call
out "come up here Mr. here
here present", and Mr. Le
day Nelson... pretty well
But anything before a call
up here. Maybe I'm only
we need to just the unit
read as a not seen and
Mr. I'm not forgotten then dignity
of the girl. I am a member
me but I say doesn't mean
friend will...